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Abstract
Silicon nanoparticles are widely used in the medical area and until now
they have not manifested toxicological effects in humans beings. In order
to understand the physical properties that determine their low-toxicity, we
perform ab initio computational simulations of silicon nanoclusters, pure,
p-doped and hollow structured. The topological and electronic properties
obtained pointed out to the number of dangling bonds and electronic den-
sity as fundamental parameters to locate active sites and directly related
to toxicity, besides the size and surface chemistry of the silicon nanopar-
ticle.
1 Introduction
Silicon is the second more abundant element on the earth surface and is one
of the most useful elements to mankind. Is best known for dominate the elec-
tronics industry, although is used too in the silicon ingot manufacture, solar
cells, silicone and construction industries. The capacity to manipulate different
structures of silicon like the crystalline, amorphous or porous it has allowed the
fabrication of a wide variety of silicon devices. Nanotechnology has drawn atten-
tion to the properties of the silicon nanoparticles (NPSi) since they promise new
and exiting applications. NPSi are defined as silicon structures with diameters
less than 100nm and a surface to volume ratio bigger than (60m2
cm3
). Until now
they have been proposed as vehicles for nutrients delivery in the human gut or as
food storages because of its surprisingly stability and biodegradability [1]. In cell
biology and medicine their relevant photophysical properties suggest that they
can be used as multimodal agents in bioimaging; especially as fluorescent labels
that monitor changes in living cells, overcoming the photodegradation problem
of the conventional fluorescent dyes [2]. Optimal physicochemical properties of
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nanoporous NPSi, as its excellent loading capacity with no chemical modifica-
tion on the adsorbed drug, can be exploited in order to deliver drugs in humans
efficiently [3] for example as a part of the cancer therapy [4].
Despite the NPSi virtues, nanotoxicity of these particles should be character-
ized and understood before an intensive use on humans or, before released them
in the environment. Examples of toxic effects of some nanoparticles include
tissues inflammation, and altered cellular redox balance toward the oxidation
causing the cellular death. The key to understanding the nanotoxicity is that
their minute size, smaller than cells and cellular organelles, allows them to pen-
etrate these basic biological structures, disrupting their normal function. Other
important factors to the nanotoxicity are the nanoparticle morphology, chemical
composition, surface chemistry, surface charge, porosity, aggregation state and
agglomeration rate [5]. The toxicity of silicon nanoparticles is a controversial
issue. The work of [6] mentioned that until now, there are not toxic effect on
the human health of the synthetic amorphous silica nanostructures but, cyto-
toxic effects of 20nm silica nanoparticles in kidney cells have been reported by
[7]. Porous silicon nanoparticles, oxygen passivated surface, have been showed
to be toxic for the intestinal epithelial cells [8]. In both cases the toxicity is
associated to the stress oxidative with up-production of reactive oxygen species
besides the silica and porous silicon nanoparticles capacity of penetrate the cells.
A detailed review about the in vitro and in vivo adverse health effects of silica
nanoparticles warns that most of the studies use poorly particles characteri-
zation methods in terms of their composition and physicochemical properties
[9]. Therefore, the ab initio simulations that can be carried out with the high
computing power, allow better and more realistic models that could be helpful
to address potentials and risks in silicon nanoparticles [10].
Because physicochemical properties of nanoparticles determine their inter-
action with the cell and within the cell, and even subtle differences in such
properties can modulate their toxicity and modes of action, this work is focus
on chemical composition and atomic structure aspects of the NPSi. The surface
of our NPSi models are oxygen free, in order to eliminate the oxygen reactive
sites but they are passivated with hydrogen. One of our models contain a boron
impurity because this kind of impurity remains after the electrochemical attack
of p-type silicon wafers [11], the most common fabrication method of silicon
nanoparticles. In order to understand the influence of the structure on the
NPSi toxicity, one of our models is hollow. Finally, since the NPSi applications
take place at room or higher temperatures, we performed a molecular dynamics
process on one of the clusters. On the method section we mentioned all the com-
putational parameters, the visualization-softwares and the analysis tools used.
Some topological and electronic properties of the clusters are reported on the
results section. General observations and remarks are presented on conclusions.
2 Method
We generate 4 different clusters of silicon named NPSi, NPSiMD, NPSi type P
and HollowNPSi. The optimization and molecular dynamics process were per-
formed with the PWscf code implemented on the Quantum Expresso package,
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parallel version 5. 0. 1. [12]. The PWscf code is based on the density func-
tional theory (DFT) ([13], [14]), uses plane waves to expand the electronic wave
functions, pseudopotentials to simulate the electronic behavior and self consis-
tent field steps to calculate the electronic density value. The Si.pz-vbc.UPF,
H.pz-kjpaw.UPF and B.pz-n-kjpaw-psl.0.1.UPF potentials were chosen for sili-
con, hydrogen and boron atoms respectively. The wave function cut off radius
was 50 Ry and 200 Ry for the electronic density as suggested by the potentials
files.
1. The diamond structure Si cell was replicated 2 times on each axis to obtain
a crystalline supercell with 64 Si atoms, whose edges length were 10.86
A˚ and with a density of 2.33 gr/cm3. To generate a silicon nanoparticle
instead of a periodic system, we had to consider the silicon surface atoms
of the supercell. Once the distance bond was checked, the silicon dangling
bonds were passivated with hydrogen. The seed structure was composed
by 91 silicon and 108 hydrogen atoms.
2. The optimization of the seed structure produced the NPSi cluster 1(a).
3. Then, we applied a molecular dynamics process during 200 time steps, at
300 K, on the NPSi optimized structure to generate the NPSiMD cluster.
Each time step was 20 fs long 1(b).
4. The central silicon atom of the optimized NPSi cluster was removed and
replaced by a boron atom to generate the NPSi type P model. Since the
valence of boron is 3, one of the 4 bonds visualized does not exist 1(c).
5. A sphere of 3 A˚ radius was considered from the center of the NPSi opti-
mized structure, and the 5 silicon atoms within the sphere where removed.
Then, the HollowNPSi model with 86 silicon and 108 hydrogen atoms was
optimized 1(d).
The VMD and XCRYSDen softwares were used to visualize the atomic mod-
els and the ISSACS code to obtain their radial distribution functions, plane angle
and dihedral distributions.
3 Results
In order to obtain information about the structures at small range order (less
than 5 A˚) we calculated their plane angles distributions and coordination num-
bers. Medium range order (5-20 A˚) can be analyzed by their dihedral distri-
butions, and the radial distribution functions (RDFs) give a global view of the
structures network behavior (figure 2) [15]. The RDFs of the NPSi and NPSi
type P clusters are similar: 2 sharp picks and a third region corresponding to the
second silicon neighbors. In contrast, the RDFs of the NPSiMD and HollowNPSi
clusters present only two broad picks implying more disordered structures. For
the NPSi and NPSi type P models, the most probable interatomic distance
Si-H is on the range of 1.56 − 1.65 A˚, the first silicon neighbors are bonded
from 2.25 to 2.56 A˚ and the second silicon neighbors can be found around 3.65
A˚. The HollowNPSi model increased only 8 % the Si-H distance and maintain
the same separation between the silicon atoms than the previous models. The
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(a) NPSi (b) NPSi with MD
(c) NPSi Type P (d) Hollow NPSi
Figure 1: . (a) Optimized structure of NPSi, (b) Optimized structure of NPSi
after a molecular dynamics process, (c) the boron (red atom) doped structure
of NPSi and (d) a hollow (green sphere) NPSi structure.
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bonding distance Si-H, and the first silicon neighbors separation are increased
by 12 % and 16 % respectively on the NPSiMD model 2(a). The plane angle
distributions are presented in figure 2(b) and as can be noted, the NPSi and
NPSitypeP distributions are sharper than the corresponding to the NPSiMD
and HollowNPSi models, pointed out a more crystalline behavior. Most of the
plane angles of the NPSi and NPSi type P models are around 110 degrees, near
the silicon crystalline plane angle value of 109.5 degrees ((θ)c), although some
atoms are bonded around 100 and 120 degrees. The broad distributions of the
NPSiMD and HollowNPSi models are centered around (θ)c but the height of
their major picks reveals that less silicon atoms are bonded at an angle near
(θ)c than in the pure and doped models. According to [16], the existence of
endohedral (internal atoms bonded in a tetrahedral) silicon atoms and sphere
like configuration of our silicon clusters are the consequence of a silicon bulk-like
potential choice. The interatomic distance and plane angle distributions of our
clusters describe correctly a more crystalline behavior for the pure and doped
models than for the NPSiMD and HollowNPSi clusters. The form of the RDFs
obtained by the NPSiMD and HollowNPSi models suggest the ones reported
on [17] where an amorphous silicon network was studied. The coordination
numbers of our models were 3.6 for the NPSi and NPSi doped models, and 3.9
and 3.7 for the NPSiMD and HollowNPSi models respectively. Then, we can
conclude that the room temperature applied during the MD process promotes
the surface reconstruction decreasing a the same time the number of dangling
bonds. Our observations are consistent with the ones reported on [18], where
room and higher temperatures were applied on big silicon clusters generating
amorphous and vitreous structures. Finally, the hollow model seems to become
amorphous after the optimization process indicating that, the porosity of the
silicon nanoparticles could determine its degree of crystallinity [19]. Dihedral
angle describes the relative orientation of adjacent tetrahedral [20]. Since the
diameter of our NPSi models is about 11 A˚, the dihedral distributions accounted
the orientation of adjacent tetrahedral lying on the external layers or surfaces
of the clusters but not in their centers. The distributions (figure 2(c)) showed
a major pick near 90 degrees and a second pick around 130 degrees, a clear
deviation from the crystalline value of 60 degrees. The picks of the NPSi and
NPSi type P are sharper than the picks of the NPSiMD and HollowNPSi dis-
tributions, pointing the distortion of the crystalline network to the amorphous
one, due to the room temperature and porosity factors.
The total energy per atom (etot) was calculated and we found that, the
HollowNPSi etot = 4.18 eV was the smallest and the biggest one was the etot =
4.39 eV of the MDNPSi model. The etot values of the NPSi and NPSitypeP
models were between the extremes mentioned. The etot of the NPSitypeP was
0.27 eV higher than the etot of the pure model NPSi, because of the boron
impurity in accordance with [21]. The Fermi levels of the MDNPSi, HollowNPSi,
NPSitypeP and NPSi models were -2.23, -3.09, 3.69 and -3.74 eV respectively.
In order to investigate the electronic behavior of the models, their electron
local functions (ELF) were obtained 3. The ELF describes the probability of
finding an electron in the neighborhood space of a reference electron, located at
a given point and with the same spin [22]. Our ELFs were colored on a blue-
white-red code in which red means the highest probability of finding an electron
and the blue color the lowest one. The reference point was located at the center
of the models where a silicon, a boron atom and a vacancy lie in the NPSiMD,
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Figure 2: . (a) Total radial distribution functions, (b) Plane angle distributions
and (c) Dihedral angle distributions of the NPSi models.
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NPSi type P and HollowNPSi nanoparticles respectively. As we can see from
figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) the highest ELF are found around the hydrogen
atoms; the ELF around the boron impurity is higher than the corresponding to
a silicon atom because the boron orbital are much more localized than those of
silicon in accordance with [23]. Finally, there is not probability of finding and
electron in the inner pore surface created by the vacancy.
4 Conclusions
From topological results we can conclude that a crystalline nanoparticle can
be converted by the room temperature to an amorphous one. A hollow on a
nanoparticle may cause a degree of amorphicity too. In the other hand, a boron
doped nanosilicon particle remains essentially crystalline because the impurity
modify the atomic network only locally. Because the number of dangling bonds
decrease on the amorphous structures the reactive sites decrease as a result and
then, the toxicity of these particles should be lower than the corresponding to
the crystalline silicon nanoparticles. Electronic results indicate that the NPSi
reactive sites are located on their cluster surfaces instead of, near substitutional
boron impurities or inner pore surfaces. Because for the biological systems
nanoparticles size is the principal toxic factor, bigger clusters NPSi simulations
are under way in order to model more realistic topological and electronic prop-
erties.
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